Nantucket’s TOPPER’s Receives AAA’s Five Diamond Rating

TOPPER’s at The Wauwinet was recognized by AAA’s esteemed 2018 “Five Diamond Awards” and was the only restaurant on Nantucket to receive this accolade. This is also the first year TOPPER’s attained this prestigious rating. The results were announced on February 21, 2018 and can be viewed here.

For more than 80 years, AAA enlists professional inspectors to conduct anonymous, in-person property assessments. AAA offers the only rating system using comprehensive, on-site professional hotel and restaurant evaluations. Dining establishments at the Five Diamond level provide a highly personalized and unparalleled culinary experience. Acclaimed chefs use the freshest ingredients available, meticulous techniques, and impeccable artistry in presenting leading-edge creations.

TOPPER’s, which was also recently rated by Zagat as one of the top dining establishments in New England, is known for its 1,450-bottle wine list, featuring thoughtfully chosen selections from around the world. In the kitchen, Chef Kyle Zachary is known for tapping into the island’s ample supply of local ingredients from the land and sea. Guests can expect to dine on butter poached lobster, as well as Retsyo oysters, which are harvested 300 yards away from the property. During the peak summer season, guests can arrive in style for lunch or dinner aboard The Wauwinet Lady, TOPPER’s water shuttle.

TOPPER’s is closed for the season and will reopen in April 19, 2018. For reservations at TOPPER’s, please call 508-228-8768, or visit OpenTable.com.